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Pair creation of electrically charged black holes and its dual process, pair creation of magnetically charged
black holes, are considered. It is shown that the creation rates are equal provided the boundary conditions for
the two processes are dual to one another. This conclusion follows from a careful analysis of boundary terms
and boundary conditions for the Maxwell action.@S0556-2821~97!01214-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The classical Einstein-Maxwell equations are invariant
under a duality transformation in which the electric and mag-
netic fields exchange roles. Recently the subject of electro-
magnetic duality has arisen in the context of black hole pair
creation. One can consider the pair creation of magnetically
charged black holes and its ‘‘dual process,’’ pair creation of
electrically charged black holes.1 Are the creation rates
equal? The answer is yes,2 as one might expect on physical
grounds, but it is not immediately obvious from a technical
standpoint. In fact, the factorFmnF

mn52(B22E2) in the
Maxwell Lagrangian changes sign if the electric and mag-
netic fields are exchanged. Therefore it might appear that the
semiclassical expressions for the two creation rates, which
are both proportional to the exponential of the action, should
include an exponential suppression in one case and an expo-
nential enhancement in the other. However, as Hawking and
Ross@4# recognized, boundary conditions play a crucial role
in the analysis. One can see the importance of boundary
conditions by recalling that the choice of boundary condi-
tions affects the boundary terms that appear in the action.
Hawking and Ross@4# did not use this observation in their
primary argument for the equality of the pair creation rates,
but they did give a brief, secondary argument based on the
analysis of boundary terms in the Maxwell action. The main
purpose of this paper is to elaborate on this argument by
presenting a complete and detailed analysis of boundary
terms and boundary conditions for the electromagnetic field
action.

Section II begins with an analysis of the action, denoted
S1@g,F#, which is the integral of the Maxwell Lagrangian. I

show that the boundary conditions forS1 include fixation of
the componentB£ of the magnetic field normal to the system
boundary, and the componentsEa of the electric field tangent
to the system boundary. Let us assume that for a certain
choice of boundary valuesB£ andEa, there exists an instan-
ton ~such as the magnetic Ernst solution! describing pair cre-
ation of magnetically charged black holes. The actionS1 can
be used to compute the creation rate under the given set of
boundary conditions. Now consider the pair creation of elec-
trically charged black holes. An instanton~such as the elec-
tric Ernst solution! describing the pair creation of electrically
charged black holes certainly exists forsome choice of
boundary valuesB£ andEa, andS1 can be used to find the
creation rate for electrically charged black holes under these
conditions. However, we wish to compare the creation rates
between the magnetic and electric cases, and for this com-
parison to be meaningful the boundary conditions must be
related appropriately. In particular, the creation rate for mag-
netically charged black holes under the conditions of fixed
B£ andEa should be compared to the creation rate for elec-
trically charged black holes under the ‘‘dual conditions’’ of
fixed E£ andBa. The actionS1 is not appropriate for these
dual boundary conditions. Thus, we are led to consider an-
other electromagnetic field action,S2@g,F#, which differs
from S1 by a boundary term. The boundary conditions for
S2 include fixation of the normal componentE

£ of the elec-
tric field and the tangential componentsBa of the magnetic
field.

The key result, derived in Sec. II, is that the electromag-
netic field actionsS1 and S2 satisfy the relationship
S1@ g̃ ,F̃#5S2@ g̃ ,2* F̃ #. Here, gmn5 g̃mn , Fmn5F̃mn is a
given classical solution andgmn5 g̃mn , Fmn52* F̃mn is the
dual solution. This observation solves the pair creation prob-
lem: The pair creation rate for magnetically charged black
holes under the conditions of fixedB£ andEa is proportional
to the exponential ofS1 evaluated at an appropriate classical
solution g̃ , F̃ ~such as the magnetic Ernst instanton!. The
pair creation rate for electrically charged black holes under
the dual conditions of fixedE£ andBa is proportional to the
exponential ofS2 evaluated at the dual solutiong̃ , 2* F̃ ~the
electric Ernst instanton!. From the relationshipS1@ g̃ ,F̃#

5S2@ g̃ ,2* F̃ #, it follows that the pair creation rates are

1Gibbons@1# first recognized that the pair creation rate for mag-
netically charged black holes can be computed in the semiclassical
approximation~or, more precisely, the zero-loop approximation!
using instanton techniques. The analysis was presented in Ref.@2#.
The technical details of the calculation for electrically charged
black holes were laid out in Ref.@3#, although an absolute creation
rate was not computed there—only the rate relative to those for
charged matter distributions.
2An explicit demonstration was first given by Hawking and Ross

@4# and more recently by Deser, Henneaux, and Teitelboim@5#.
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equal in the zero-loop approximation.3

Section II concludes with an argument that shows the im-
possibility of fixingE£ andEa, or B£ andBa, as boundary
data. Thus, one cannot speak of black hole pair creation~or
any other physical process! under such conditions.

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ACTIONS AND BLACK
HOLE PAIR CREATION

Consider the spacetime manifoldM with metric gmn .
Assume for the moment thatM is the cross product of a
space manifoldS and the time line intervalI , M5S3I .
The boundary ofS is ]S, which need not be connected. The
boundary ofM consists of the surfacesS8 andS9 at the end
points of the line interval and the historyT5]S3I of the
spatial boundary.4

Let g i
m denote the projection mappingTp*M→Tp* T,

wherep is a point inT. @In terms of local coordinatesXm on
M andxi on T, g i

m5]Xm(x,r )/]xi whereT is an r5const
surface.# Also definegm

i 5gmng i jg j
n whereg i j5g i

mgmng j
n is

the induced metric onT and g i j is its inverse. With these
definitions the identity tensor at pointspPT becomes
dm

n 5nmn
n1gm

i g i
n wherenm is the spacelike unit normal of

T. Likewise, let hi
m denote the projection mapping

Tq*M→Tq*S9, where q is a point in S9. Define
hm
i 5gmnh

i j hj
n wherehi j5hi

mgmnhj
n is the induced metric on

S9 and hi j is its inverse. The identity tensor at pointsq
PS9 is dm

n 52 ūm ū
n1hm

i hi
n where ūm is the timelike unit

normal ofS9. Similar definitions hold forS8.
Now consider the action for the electromagnetic field,5

S1@g,F#52
i

16pEMd4XA2gFmnFmn , ~1!

whereFmn52] [mAn] . The notationS1@g,F# indicates only
thatS1 is a functional of the metric tensorgmn and the elec-
tromagnetic field strengthFmn ; it is not meant to imply that
Fmn is a fundamental variable in the variational principle.
Rather,S1 is to be varied with respect to the potentialAm and
the metricgmn . The variation ofS1 with respect toAm yields
the source free Maxwell equations¹mF

mn50 and the varia-
tion of S1 with respect togmn yields the stress-energy-
momentum tensor for the electromagnetic field.

The boundary conditions suitable for the variational prin-
ciple based on the actionS1 are determined from the varia-
tion

dS15~EOM’s!1
i

4pES8

S9
d3xAh ūmF

mndAn

2
i

4pETd3xA2gnmF
mndAn . ~2!

Here, EOM’s are terms that yield the classical equations of
motion. Inserting the identity tensor between the factors
Fmn anddAn , we find

dS15~EOM’s!1
i

4pES8

S9
d3xAh ūmF

mnhn
i dAi

2
i

4pETd3xA2gnmF
mngn

i dAi , ~3!

whereAi5Anhi
n and Ai5Ang i

n . ~This derivation uses the
resultdg i

m50 for variations in the dynamical variablesgmn

andAm . Also note thatdnm anddhm
i are each proportional to

nm . Similar results hold forhi
m , hm

i , and ūm .) Equation~3!
shows that, for the actionS1, the boundary conditions consist
of fixed Ai on S8 andS9, and fixedAi on T.

Let us see what these boundary conditions imply for the
electric and magnetic fields. First considerS8 andS9. The
electric and magnetic fields measured by observers with
four-velocities ūm at S8 or S9 are Em5Fmn ū n and
Bm52!Fmn ū n , respectively. Here,

!Fmn5(1/2)emnrsFrs

is the dual of the field strengthFmn, where emnrs is the
spacetime volume form. Expressed as a vector in the tangent
space toS8 or S9, the magnetic fieldBi5hm

i Bm becomes

Bi5e i jk] jAk , ~4!

wheree i jk is the volume form onS8 or S9. ~This derivation
uses the resulthi

mhk
n] [mhn]

k
50 and the fact that each term in

] [m ū n] is proportional to eitherūm or ū n .) Recall that for
S1, Ai is fixed on the boundary elementsS8 andS9. The
result~4! shows that the magnetic fieldBi is fixed onS8 and
S9. ~It is assumed that the induced metrichi j and hence
also the volume forme i jk are fixed onS8 andS9.!

Now turn to the boundary elementT with spacelike unit
normalnm. For the considerations that follow the spacetime
manifoldM need not be a productS3I . The boundary el-
ementT is the interface between the system and the exterior
universe. It is here that boundary conditions are imposed for
such problems as black hole pair creation. Conceptually, the
boundary values atT are considered to be fixed and/or moni-
tored as the system evolves in time by a fleet of observers
located at the system boundary. These observers must syn-
chronize their measurements in time, which implies the ex-
istence of a foliation ofT into t5const hypersurfacesB. ~If
M is a productS3I , we can identifyB with ]S.! I will

3The argument presented in Ref.@5# for the equality of the pair
creation rates is rather different. There, the authors use Hamiltonian
methods to construct an action in which both the electric charge and
the magnetic charge are fixed at spatial infinity, and only the trans-
verse parts of the electric and magnetic fields are dynamical. They
then show that this action is invariant under a duality transformation
in which, simultaneously, the transverse electric and magnetic fields
and the electric and magnetic charges are transformed.
4The spatial boundary can be chosen at asymptotic infinity for

those cases in which asymptotic infinity exists. Here the spatial
boundary is left unrestricted, so the analysis applies whether or not
an asymptotic region exists.
5For simplicity, I define the action as the argument of the expo-

nential in the path integral, hence the factor ofi in Eq. ~1!.
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assume that the observers are at rest in these time slices.6 Let
us denote the four-velocities of theT observers byui ; as
vectors in TpM with pPT, the four-velocities are
um5uig i

m . Let sa
i denote the projection mapping

Tp* T→Tp*B. @In terms of local coordinatesxi on T andza on
B, sa

i 5]xi(z,t)/]za whereB is a t5const surface.# Also
define s i

a5g i js
absb

j where sab5sa
i g i jsb

j is the induced
metric onB andsab is its inverse. With these definitions the
identity tensor onT becomesd ij52uiu

j1s i
asa

j .
The electric and magnetic fields measured by the observ-

ers ui areEm5Fmnun andBm52!Fmnun , respectively. A
short calculation shows that the component ofBm orthogonal
to T, namelyB£5Bmnm , is

B£5eab]aAb , ~5!

where eab is the volume form on B and
Aa5Aisa

i 5Amg i
msa

i are the components of the electromag-
netic potential tangent toB. Recall that for the actionS1,
Ai ~and hence alsoAa) is fixed on the boundary elementT.
The result~5! shows that the fixed boundary data includes
the componentB£ of the magnetic field that is orthogonal to
the system boundaryB as measured by the observersui . ~It is
assumed that the induced metricg i j is fixed onT.! Another
short calculation shows that the components of the electric
field tangent toB, namelyEa5Emgm

i s i
a , are given by

Ea52s i
ag i j uk] [ jAk] . ~6!

Thus the fixed boundary data forS1 also includes the com-
ponentsEa of the electric field tangent to the system bound-
ary B as measured by the observersui .

The magnetic chargeQm for the system is defined by the
magnetic field flux through a surfaceB:

4pQm5E
B
F5E

B
d2zAsB£. ~7!

The result~5! shows thatQm is fixed as boundary data in the
variational principle forS1. Of course, there are no local
magnetic field sources in the system since the Maxwell equa-
tions imply the vanishing of the~covariant in spaceS) di-
vergence ofBm. However, the chargeQm need not be zero
becauseM can have a nontrivial topology. In particular,
black holes can carry magnetic charge.

The actionS2 for the electromagnetic field is defined by

S2@g,F#5S1@g,F#1
i

4pEMd4X]m~A2gFmnAn!

5
i

16pEMd4X$A2gFmnFmn14]m~A2gFmn!An%.

~8!

Note thatS2 differs fromS1 by a boundary term. LikeS1, the
fundamental variables inS2 areAm andgmn . The variation
of S2 is given by

dS25~EOM’s!2
i

4pES8

S9
d3xAnd~Ah ūmF

mn!

1
i

4pETd3xAnd~A2gnmF
mn!

5~EOM’s!2
i

4pES8

S9
d3xAid~Ah ūmF

mnhn
i !

1
i

4pETd3xAid~A2gnmF
mngn

i !. ~9!

@The derivation uses the resultsd(A2h/g ūm)50 and
d(Ag/gnm)50.#

The electric field onS8 or S9, as measured by the ob-
serversūm, is

Ei52 ūmF
mnhn

i . ~10!

The result~9! shows that in the variational principle forS2
the electric fieldEi is fixed on S8 and S9. ~Again, it is
assumed that the induced metric on the boundary ofM is
fixed.! Now consider the boundary elementT. Equation~9!
shows thatnmF

mngn
i is fixed onT. Using the decomposition

Fmn52u[mEn]1emnrsurBs for the field strength tensor, we
find

nmF
mngn

i 52~E£!ui1eabsa
i Bb , ~11!

whereE£5Emnm . Therefore the fixed data forS2 includes
the componentE£ of the electric field orthogonal to the sys-
tem boundaryB and the componentsBa of the magnetic field
tangent toB. The electric chargeQe for the system, defined
by

4pQe5E
B
*F5E

B
d2zAsE£, ~12!

is fixed as well. In this paper only the sourceless Maxwell
equations are considered; however, a nonvanishing electric
charge~like magnetic charge! can arise through the presence
of charged black holes.

Now turn to the derivation of the duality relationship
S1@ g̃ ,F̃#5S2@ g̃ ,2* F̃ #. Consider a solutiongmn5 g̃mn ,
Am5Ãm of the classical Einstein-Maxwell equations. The
potential yields the field strengthF̃mn52] [mÃn] . The dual
classical solution is defined bygmn5 g̃mn , Am5DÃm , where
the potential DÃm yields the dual of F̃mn ; that is,
* F̃mn52] [m

DÃn] .
7 We can evaluate the actionS1@g,F# at

the solutiong̃mn , Ãm simply by substitutingg̃ for g and F̃
for F into Eq. ~1!. When the actionS2@g,F# is evaluated at

6This is not a necessary assumption, just a convenient one. Alter-
natively one can consider observers who are boosted relative to the
constant time surfaces@6#.

7In differential forms notation,F̃5dÃ. Since g̃mn , Ãm satisfies

the Maxwell equations, we haved* F̃50. Then the Poincare´ lemma

guarantees the local existence ofDÃ such that* F̃5dDÃ.
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the dual solutiong̃mn ,
DÃm , we find that the term in Eq.~8!

involving ]m(A2 g̃* F̃mn) vanishes identically.8 Then using
the result * F̃mn* F̃mn52F̃mnF̃mn , we obtain the relation-
ship

S1@ g̃ ,F̃#5S2@ g̃ ,2* F̃ #52
i

16pEMd4XA2 g̃ F̃mnF̃mn .

~13!

As discussed in the Introduction, this result shows that the
rate of creation of magnetically charged black holes under a
given set of boundary conditions is equal to the rate of cre-
ation of electrically charged black holes under the dual set of
boundary conditions.

It should be noted that the analysis presented here applies
to both Lorentzian and Euclidean geometries, as well as to
more general complex geometries. In particular, the relation-
ship ~13! holds for any metric signature. Of course,A2 g̃ is
imaginary if g̃mn is Euclidean. Likewise, the volume form
emnrs , which appears in the definition of the dual field
strength* F̃mn , is imaginary if g̃mn is Euclidean. However,
in general, the analysis is completely self-consistent and
there is no need to construct separate arguments for the
Lorentzian and Euclidean cases.

As a final remark, let me point out that no action principle
for electrodynamics has the full electric field,E£ andEa, for
its boundary conditions onT. Likewise, no action principle
has the full magnetic field,B£ andBa, for its boundary con-
ditions onT. The easiest way to see this is to recognize that
fixation of E1;]1A02]0A1, E2;]2A02]0A2, and
E3;]3A02]0A3 on T is analogous to fixation of
B2;]1A32]3A1, B

1;]2A32]3A2, and E3;]0A32]3A0

on S8 and S9. Here, for simplicity, I have assumed flat
Minkowski spacetime with coordinatesXm. Also, T coin-
cides with anX35const surface andS8 and S9 coincide
with X05const surfaces. Now, the quantities fixed at the end
points in time~that is, atS8 andS9) are the canonical co-
ordinates. Therefore the fixed quantities must have vanishing
Poisson brackets among themselves. This is not the case for
B2, B1, andE3. From the point of view of canonical trans-
formations, this argument shows that there is no boundary
term which, when added to the actionS1 ~or S2), leads to
B2, B1, and E3 as the fixed data onS8 and S9.9 Analo-
gously, we find that there is no boundary term which, when
added to the actionS1 ~or S2), leads toE

£, Ea as fixed data
onT. A similar argument shows that fixation ofB£, Ba is not
possible onT.
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